


Frozen 
Yogurt Trail 
Mix Bars

Ingredients

● 2 cups Greek yogurt       
(You can use a 
combination i.e. 1 c 2% 
plain, 1 c vanilla)

● 1 1/2 c chopped fruit
● 1/2 c chopped almonds 

(or your favorite nut)
● 3/4 c granola
● 1/4 c chocolate chips 

(optional)
● Your favorite trail mix 

ingredient

Directions
1. Mix all ingredients in a 

bowl.
2. Line a pan with foil.
3. Spread yogurt mixture 

into pan.
4. Cover with plastic wrap 

and place in freezer until 
frozen.

5. Remove from freezer, let 
thaw for 5 minutes, cut 
into bars.

6. Store in an airtight 
container in the freezer

TIME:    What’s the  Rush? 

 Have Fun with these recipes!
The goal is family bonding, so 
don’t rush the process.

Prevention TIPS:

● Let kids use their creativity; 
encourage them to choose and try 
out different ingredients to add

● Recognize  each family members’  
EFFORT-  i.e. “I appreciate you 
helping to _______”

● Be specific in your praise-  “I like the 
flavor the ___ adds,” “I like the way 
you helped your little sister be 
involved.”



Ingredients

● 4 containers (5.3 ounce each) 
Greek Gods Greek Nonfat 
Yogurt with Chia Seeds

● 1 cup fresh blueberries, 
washed

Directions
1. In a medium bowl, mix yogurt 

with berries until combined. 
Place in popsicle molds, 
carefully tapping on counter to 
remove any air bubbles. Insert 
sticks and freeze for four 
hours or until solid.

2. Remove from mold (with my 
molds, you have to run hot 
water over them for a little bit 
to get the popsicle to come 
out) and enjoy!

Yogurt 
Popsicles 
with Berries 
and Chia

Service Idea:

Serving together is a great way 
for kids to learn to look outside 
of themselves and focus on 
others. It provides an 
opportunity for them experience 
the joy and feeling of 
accomplishment that comes 
from serving others and helps 
them connect to the community. 
It is also a great way for families 
to spend quality time together, 
have key conversations and 
create strong bonds.

Any of these recipes can be 
turned into a fun service project 
by doubling the recipe and 
delivering the extra to a shut-in 
neighbor, struggling friend, 
single mother, etc. You get the 
idea~ 



Strawberry 
Sorbet  with 
mint

Ingredients
● Blender
● 16 ounces frozen    

strawberries (3-4 cups)
● 1/2 cup water
● 1/4 cup loosely packed fresh 

mint, more for garnish if 
desired

Directions
1. Blend strawberries and water in 

a high speed blender, pushing 
down sides as needed. Keep 
repeating this until sorbet is 
smooth. If needed, add a few 
extra drops of water – little by 
little. Be careful, however. If you 
overdo the water, you’ll have a 
smoothie, not sorbet.

2. Serve immediately garnished 
with fresh mint.

3. If this is too tangy for your 
tastes add sweetening to taste.

Yield:  Healthy bodies, happy 
families, fun memories, strong 
bonds, and about 5 servings (½ cup).

Prevention TIP:
This recipe is essentially strawberries 
in an altered state. Use this recipe to 
help kids understand that kindness can 
appear in many forms. Discuss some of 
the different ways your family could 
spread kindness throughout your home 
and community 



TIME:    Too much for most kids!

Take all the time you want to have 
fun with the kids and put this 
yummy treat together. However, 
once they are ready to freeze, the 
hard part starts . . . WAITING

Prevention TIPS:

● This is a great opportunity for 
kids to learn patience.

● Help the kids learn that good 
things are worth waiting for. 

Ingredients
● 1 package (3.4 ounces) instant vanilla 

pudding mix
● 2 cups cold whole milk
● 2 cups whipped topping
● 1 cup miniature semisweet chocolate 

chips
● 24 whole graham crackers, halved

Directions
1. Mix pudding and milk according 

to package directions; refrigerate 
until set. Fold in whipped 
topping and chocolate chips.

2. Place 24 graham cracker halves 
on a baking sheet; top each with 
about 3 tablespoons filling. Place 
another graham cracker half on 
top. Wrap individually in plastic; 
freeze until firm, about 1 hour. 
Serve sandwiches frozen.

Quick         
Ice Box 
Sandwiches

This would be a great treat to try the 
‘marshmallow experiment’ with. Give 
kids the option of having a small cup 
of the ice cream now (about ½ of what 
is in a sandwich) or a full sandwich if 
they wait. Helping kids learn to delay 
gratification reaps rewards 
throughout their lives.

https://amzn.to/2LlenxW
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford_marshmallow_experiment


Honey 
Banana 
Ice-cream 
Sandwiches

Ingredients
● 1 cup whole milk
● 1/2 cup sugar
● 1/3 cup honey
● 2 ripe medium bananas
● 2 cups heavy whipping cream, divided
● 1-1/2 teaspoons vanilla extract
● 1/4 teaspoon almond extract
● 1/8 teaspoon salt
● 1/2 cup dried banana chips, chopped
● 10 whole chocolate graham crackers, halved
● 3/4 cup finely chopped salted peanuts
● 1/4 cup chocolate jimmies

Directions
1. In a small heavy saucepan, heat milk and 

sugar until bubbles form around the sides of 
pan. Whisk in honey. Quickly transfer to a 
large bowl; place in ice water and stir 2 
minutes.

2. Puree bananas; add to cooled milk mixture 
with 1 cup cream, extracts and salt. Press 
waxed paper onto surface of milk mixture. 
Refrigerate for several hours or overnight.

3. In a small bowl, beat remaining cream until 
soft peaks form; fold into banana mixture. Fill 
cylinder of ice cream freezer two-thirds full; 
freeze according to the manufacturer’s 
directions, adding banana chips during last 
minute. When ice cream is frozen, transfer to 
a freezer container; freeze for 2-4 hours.

4. Spread ice cream onto each of 10 graham 
cracker halves. Top with remaining graham 
crackers; press down gently.

5. In a shallow dish, combine peanuts and 
jimmies. Roll sides of ice cream sandwiches 
in peanut mixture. Wrap in plastic; freeze on 
a baking sheet at least 1 hour.

TIME:    Homemade ice-cream takes a 
lot more time than the other recipes

Prevention TIPS:

● Choices! Choices! Choices!
● Use this opportunity to practice 

decision-making. Here are some 
questions to consider:

● When would we want to take the 
extra time to use this more 
traditional ice cream recipe?

● Are there ways to combine the 
ice cream recipes to enjoy the 
benefits each offers?

● What would you gain?
● What would you lose?

https://amzn.to/2LlenxW


TIME:  This recipe requires time 
for different steps-- prep, cook, 
freeze, garnish, serve.

Prevention TIPS:
● It’s important to help children 

understand that the choices we 
make build upon each other. 

● Discuss with your kids how other 
situations in life are similar to 
this-- in what situations does our 
‘prep’ impact the next step, which 
impacts the next step, which 
impacts the next step, etc.?

● What can you as a family do to 
make sure that each step/choice 
prepares us for the next step?  

Ingredients
● 2 packages (16 oz each ) refrigerated 

peanut butter cookie dough (or use your 
favorite recipe)

● 6 whole chocolate graham crackers, 
crushed

● 1 cup cold whole milk
● 1 cup heavy whipping cream
● 1 package (3.4 ounces) instant vanilla 

pudding mix
● 8 oz. cream cheese, softened
● 1-1/3 cups creamy peanut butter
● 3 cups vanilla ice cream, softened
● 1/4 cup Nutella

Directions
1. Preheat oven to 350°. Let dough stand at 

room temperature 5-10 minutes to soften. 
Press into two ungreased 9-in. 
Springform pans; sprinkle with graham 
cracker crumbs. Bake 20-25 minutes or 
until set. Cool.

2. In a large bowl, whisk milk, cream and 
pudding mix 2 minutes. Let stand 2 
minutes or until soft-set. In another large 
bowl, beat cream cheese and peanut 
butter until smooth. Add pudding and ice 
cream; beat until smooth.

3. Spread over one cookie crust. Remove 
sides of second pan; place crust, crumb 
side down, over filling. Wrap in plastic; 
freeze on baking sheet 4 hs or until firm.

4. Remove from freezer 15 minutes before 
serving. Place Nutella in a small 
microwave-safe bowl; cover and 
microwave at 50% power 1-2 minutes or 
until smooth, stirring twice. Remove sides 
of pan; cut dessert into slices. Drizzle with 
Nutella.

Giant Peanut 
Butter 
Ice-Cream 
Sandwich 
Cake

https://amzn.to/2LlenxW


Funfetti 
Frozen 
Popsicles

Ingredients
● Instant pudding mix
● Milk
● Sprinkles

Directions

1. Start with the instant 
pudding mix — whisk it up, 
stir in the sprinkles and 
freeze. Done.

2. TIP: Don’t overmix or your 
sprinkles will lose their 
color and you’ll end up 
with greyish icky looking 
pudding pops.

3. Popsicle molds are widely 
available but you don’t 
need them. You can also 
use a small plastic cup 
with a wooden popsicle 
stick. Cover the top of the 
cups with foil, and insert 
the stick through the foil so 
that it stays upright until 
the mixture is frozen. You 
can also skip the stick, 
and eat it with a spoon! 

Prevention TIPS:

● Ask the kids which funfetti color is 
the ‘BEST’.  If they choose a color ask 
them how having just one color 
would change the treat-- would it 
look different? Would it still be 
funfetti?

● Discuss with your children how 
having the different colors adds fun 
to the treat and is what makes it a 
‘funfetti’ treat. Point out that your 
family is the same-- the different 
personalities, talents, interests and 
strengths/weaknesses makes your 
family what it is and that your family 
is even better because of the ‘unique’ 
members in it. 



Prevention TIPS:

● Helping kids learn to use their 
imagination is an important part 
of building resilience.

● Use this recipe to give your kids 
an opportunity to use their 
imagination. What else could you 
use to create your ‘shark bait’ 
treat?

● What other summer treats could 
you use your imagination with to 
create ‘summer scenes’?

Ingredients
● Vanilla Ice Cream

● You know that when you add in the 
vanilla ice cream, good things are going 
to happen!

● Blue Kool-Aid

● This is the water for the drink and a 
must to have!

Directions

1. Fill - Begin by filling your glass half full with 
your favorite blue drink.  Kool-Aid, Hawaiian 
Punch, and Blue Gatorade are all good 
choices!

I like to use our small Mason Jars for this 
drink – they look adorable!

2. Pour - Next, fill your glass almost to the top 
(leave some room for your ice cream scoop) 
with a sparkling beverage – we1. Fill

Begin by filling your glass half full with your 
favorite blue drink.  Kool-Aid, Hawaiian 
Punch, and Blue Gatorade are all good 
choices!

3. Add Then, add a scoop of Vanilla Ice 
Cream right on top!

4. Top with a gummy shark and life preserver, 
stick in a straw, and enjoy!

Shark Bait 
Ice Cream 
Floats

http://www.amazon.com/Ball-Mason-Quilted-Jelly-Bands/dp/B00B80TJUI/ref=as_li_bk_tl/?tag=allthimam0c1-20&linkId=e98239efc615c434c113c02770827d8c&linkCode=ktl


4th of July 
Patriotic 
Snack Mix

Ingredients
● 1 bag all natural popcorn
● 1 bag white chocolate chips
● 2 cups pretzels
● 1 bag graham cracker bunnies
● red white and blue sprinkles

Instructions

Prevention TIPS:

● Use this recipe to explore 
opposites!

● Is this treat sweet?
● Is this treat salty?
● How can it be both when 

they are very different, 
almost opposite, tastes?

● Isn’t it interesting how the 2 
flavors actually bring out the 
other and enhance each 
other?

1. Cover a large baking sheet with 
wax or parchment paper

2. Melt chocolate chips on low in 
microwave

3. Pour over popcorn in a large bowl 
and mix around

4. Spread out on cookie sheet and 
cover with pretzels, grahams and 
sprinkles

5. Allow to harden before eating

How do our family 
member’s different 
strengths  and interests 
bring out and enhance the 
strengths and interests of 
other family members?



Fun Add-ins:

● Fudge Swirl! Triple the chocolate. 
After you pour the ice cream into the 
pan, drizzle with ½ cup hot fudge 
sauce and swirl it in using a knife. 
This will give you big beautiful 
ribbons of hot fudge when you grab 
a scoop of the ice cream instead of it 
getting all stirred in.

● Peanut Butter! Use the fudge swirl 
method to add peanut butter – just 
warm the peanut butter a little first in 
the microwave (30 seconds should 
do) so you can pour it.

Ingredients
●  1 can (14 oz) sweetened condensed milk
●  1 tablespoon vanilla bean paste
●  2 cups heavy cream, cold

Directions
1. Pour sweetened condensed milk into a large bowl.
2. Mix in vanilla bean paste
3. Pour heavy cream into a separate mixing bowl or 

the bowl of a stand mixer. Use medium-high speed 
to whip the cream until it holds stiff peaks ( approx. 
3 minutes –  less if you’re using a stand mixer).

4. Scoop one large spoonful of the whipped cream 
and mix it gently into the sweetened condensed 
milk mixture. Fold in the rest of the whipped cream 
until it is smooth and silky. (NOTE: A few small 
lumps may remain, it’s important not to over mix as 
that will deflate the mixture.)

5. Spread into an 8 or 9-inch loaf pan.
6. Cover with foil to prevent freezer burn
7. Freeze for at least 6 hours or until firm

No Churn 
Ice Cream

● Caramel! Use the fudge swirl method 
to add caramel! Yum!

● Rocky Road! Try adding in mini 
marshmallows and nuts.

● Mexican hot chocolate. Such a 
good combo! Add in a teaspoon of 
ground cinnamon and a little pinch of 
cayenne when you add the cooca 
powder to the recipe.

The sky is the limit!
What would you put in this ice cream?



Kool Aid 
Snow Cones

Directions

1. First, make your syrup. In a large saucepan over 
medium-high heat, bring water to a boil. Add 
sugar and stir until it completely dissolves.

2. Divide the simple syrup evenly between 4 
medium bowls (if you want more than four 
flavors/colors increase the recipe). Add an 
envelope of powdered drink mix (like Kool-Aid) 
to each bowl. Be sure to recruit the kids’ help. 
Have them stir the drink mixes (you might want 
to make sure they’re suited with an apron in 
case of spills) until they are fully dissolved. Let 
the mixture cool. Ta-da! You have a variety of 
colorful, flavored syrups to use on your snow 
cones. 

3. Now for the snow. Place ice cubes in the 
blender jar. Cover and process on the “ICE 
CRUSH” function if you have one or pulse 
function until ice is completely crushed and 
snow-like.

4. Transfer the crushed ice to a bowl.
5. This step is critical for snow cone-making 

success. Sprinkle 1 to 2 tablespoons of water 
over ice and mix thoroughly with a spoon or a 
spatula. The extra water adds a little moisture to 
the ice, making it easy to pack for your snow 
cones. You know that perfect snow for snow-ball 
making? Same idea here.

6. Use an ice cream scoop to shape ice into balls 
and place in cups for serving. You could order 
classic paper cones or use bowls or plastic cups 
you already have on hand.

7. Once the ice is packed, it’s time for the syrups. 
Mix and match to make a colorful snow cone or 
keep it simple and use one syrup per cone. The 
family will have fun finding their favorite flavor 
and color combinations. You could even make 
red, white and blue snow cones for your Fourth 
of July or Labor Day cookouts. There’s never a 
bad time for snow cones.

Prevention TIPS:
● This is a great recipe for teaching 

teamwork. When it comes time to 
mix the different colors and 
flavors it take teamwork to get it 
all done at at the same time. Help 
the kids learn that it’s takes all of 
us working together to get things 
done right.

Ingredients
● 4 cups water

● 4 cups sugar

● 4 envelopes powdered drink mix

● 4 cups crescent shaped ice cubes

● 1 to 2 tablespoons water



Prevention TIPS:

● Substitutions:  Using a banana 
instead of ice cream makes this 
a recipe that is healthy.
 

● What are some substitutions 
we could make in life to make 
things ‘healthier’? Here are 
some suggestions:

● Substitute negative thoughts 
with positive affirmations

● Substitute the urge to do 
something mean with an act of 
kindness

Ingredients
● 1 frozen banana
● ½ cup Almond Milk or milk of choice
● 1 tbsp mini chocolate chips I used 

dairy free
● 2-3 Skinny Cookie Dough Bites

● 1/4 cup Rolled oats
● 1/4 cup Chocolate chips
● 1/4 tsp Vanilla extract
● 1/2 cup Cashews, raw unsalted
● 2 tbsp Maple sryup
● Mix and roll into mini-balls

Directions

1. Chop ripe banana into chunks and 
place into a resealable bag. Place 
into freezer for at least 3 hours 
until frozen.

2. Add frozen banana into food 
processor or blender and mix until 
banana has become a thick 
creamy consistency. 

3. Pour in the milk and mix until fully 
combined. 

4. Fold in the chocolate chips and 
crushed up skinny cookie dough 
bites. 

5. Top with extra skinny cookie 
dough bites as desired. 

6. Serve immediately and enjoy!

Gluten Free 
Dairy Free 
Cookie Dough 
Milkshakes



Mint 
Watermelon 
Salad

Ingredients
● 6 cups cubed seedless 

watermelon
● 2 tablespoons minced 

fresh mint
● 1 tablespoon lemon juice
● 1 tablespoon olive oil
● 2 teaspoons sugar

Directions

1. Place watermelon and 
mint in a large bowl. In a 
small bowl, whisk lemon 
juice, oil and sugar until 
sugar is dissolved. Drizzle 
over salad; toss gently to 
combine.

 Prevention TIPS:

● This cool summer salad is 
watermelon with some 
great spices to add that 
extra something.

Discovery Family Adventures

The Summer Passport Program is the summer version of our 
signature program, the Discovery Family Adventures. While there 
are a few differences, the basic concept of the Adventures in the 
two programs is the same: 

Encourage families to spend quality time together and 
provide them with lots of opportunities and ideas to do so

You can find the Discovery Family Adventures year round at 
DiscoveryFamilyAdventures.com or the link on the graphic. 

http://discoveryfamilyadventures.com


Prevention TIPS:
Our #1 Tip is to use Discovery Family Adventures. 
Some of the top reasons to do so include:

● Discovery Family Adventures are FLEXIBLE 
to meet the needs of YOUR family

● Tons of VARIETY to provide something for 
every interest

● Multiple platforms to meet differing needs 
of families

● The TIPS section (Teaching Important 
Parenting Strategies)  provides parents 
with ideas and resources to be more 
intentional with time they spend with their 
kids.

● The Community Engagement level 
Adventure provides opportunities for 
youth to connect with their community.

● Available to ALL families at no cost.
● Supports other programs that have the 

common mission to strengthen families  
and build resilience

● #1 Reason: Builds Strong Family Bonds   
and Helps Develop Resilience

Ingredients
● 4 bananas medium sized, firm but ripe
● 1 cup semi-sweet or milk chocolate chips
● 1 tbsp coconut oil

Toppings

● Sprinkles
● M&Ms
● Coconut Flakes
● Chopped Peanuts
● ??? What’s YOUR Favorite?

Directions

1. Line cookie sheet with foil or parchment 
paper.

2. Remove banana from peel, slice in half, and 
stick with popsicle stick. 

3. Place banana pops on cookie sheet and 
freeze for 15 minutes.

4. Prepare your workspace by setting up all 
toppings. 

5. In a tall microwave safe glass or dish, heat 
chocolate chips and coconut oil on high for 
30 second increments, stirring each time, 
until melted and smooth. 

6. Remove bananas from freezer and dip into 
chocolate. 

7. Immediately coat with desired topping and 
place on lined cookie sheet. Repeat with 
remaining pops. 

8. Freeze until chocolate has set, about 30 
minutes.

9. Serve.
10. Can be frozen in an airtight container for up 

to a week.

Frozen 
Chocolate 
Dipped 
Bananas



We hope you have 
enjoyed these recipes

Here are some additional resources 
to help you stay connected to all of 
the FREE Family Fun:

❏ Discovery Family Fun 
Facebook Communities
→ Find Your nearest community at 
DiscoverFamily.Fun
→ Stay updated to all kinds of LOCAL 
happening and parent resources

❏ The Discovery App
→ Text ‘family’ to 888-403-4140
→ Notifications straight to your phone

❏ Parent Conversations
→ Every Monday at 1pm
→ Held online. Get link via Facebook 
or the Discovery App
→ Guest Speakers covering topics 
selected by YOU, Discovery Parents.

http://discoverfamily.fun

